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Who cares?!



Neutrino mass<< Electron mass

Who cares?! Let’s try to explain



new mass scale

 Seesaw type I                                                   



Loop suppression

 Zee model

 Babu model

 Symmetries to forbid lower order contribution

 Dark matter
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SLIM model

 New fields: 

 Majorana Right-handed neutrino

 SLIM=Scalar as LIght as MeV

 Effective Lagrangian:                                                     

 New parameters:                                                     



neutrino masses

 In this scenario, SLIM does not develop any VEV so the 
tree level neutrino mass is zero. 

 Radiative mass in case of real scalar:                                 

Ultraviolet cutoff 



SLIM as a real field

 symmetry:                                                                     



Annihilation cross-section



Linking dark matter and 
neutrino mass



Bounds on SLIM mass



A way to test the scenario



An economic model 
embedding real SLIM

 YF, “Minimal model linking two great mysteries: Neutrino 
mass and dark matter”, PRD 2009



1) An electroweak singlet scalar,               
2) Two (or more) Majorana right-

handed neutrinos

3) A  scalar electroweak doublet              



Light and heavy

 Light sector: Dark matter candidate       and                

(Supernova, meson decay and ...)

Heavy sector:                                                                        



Interesting aspect

Neutrino mass
LHC



 Recipes and Ingredients for Neutrino Mass at Loop 
Level

Y.F., S. Pascoli and T. Schmidt, JHEP 1303 (2013) 107



Weinberg operator



Weinberg operator



General n-loop contribution



General n-loop contribution







 Two-loop might be preferred.

 See however, Ahriche, McDonald and Nasri, 
1505.04320 which advocates three-loop.



Two loop diagrams
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Dark matter candidate



Thermal freeze-out

Dependence of             on mass is very weak. Varying
Mass  from O(MeV) to O(100 GeV) (by 5 orders of magnitude),             
varies only between 10 to 25!  



Dependence on parameters

has a value between 10 to 30. So,  the DM density is 
practically independent of the mass of the DM candidate and is 
solely determined by its annihilation  cross-section.



Coannihilation



Main dark matter 
component



LHC signals

Muon and electron:   >325 GeV
Tau: >90 GeV



ILC signals







Summary

 We presented a model that contribute to neutrino 
mass via “two-loop snail diagram.”

 Phenomenological consequences are rich.


